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Satin glass 

  
  

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 
 
LuxRaff® and LuxFine® may be cleaned with the market’s full range of cleaning products, except for those 
which are very aggressive or abrasive (ie. bleached). The choice of the sponge is very important to avoid 
damaging the surface: it is recommended to use a microfiber cloth or white stone (Magic Cleaner). Only use 
scourer if it’s suitable for vitroceramics. 
 

 
 
To remove common limescale stains in the bathroom, use household soap or specific soap for baths. For the 
toughest stains you can use a specific limescale remover. To prevent lime deposits, dry the surface after 
cleaning. 
 
In the kitchen best results are achieved with degreasing products, being also suitable the multipurpose 
products. For lime stains, follow the same instructions as for the bath. 
 

 
The same spot is cleaned much better if removed in a few minutes than being left for hours. For dried stains, 
use the same cleaning product but we need to rub it more insistently, so it’s essential not to use abrasive 
scouring pads. 
 

LuxRaff® and LuxFine® have a special and characteristic luster. A good rinse is needed to be sure there are 
no traces of cleaning agent, causing the loss of this brightness. A final rinse with specific window cleaner 
highlights the brightness and avoids cloth marks. 
 
Wet satined glass shows temporary visual effects, which disappear completely when dry. 
 
 

                       TECHNICAL INFO
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LuxRaff® and LuxFine® remain unchanged over time, they don’t degrade and are cleaned very easily. 
However, its daily use might diminish brightness due to imperceptible dirt remnants on surface. 
 
It is therefore recommended to clean the Antiscratch glass line twice a year with Radora Brillant, particularly 
suited product to recover the original glass brightness (follow Radora Brillant instructions to achieve a 
homogeneous bright. Do not use more than 4 times per year). 
 
 

PRECAUTIONS 
 
Probably your LuxRaff® and LuxFine® glass have been tempered. This procedure makes them very solid, but 
still breakable. Avoid overload and pressure on edges that can cause spontaneous breakage. Prevent also 
hard knocks. 
 
Similarly, its high resistance to scratches and spots is not unlimited, sometimes they can be visible. Most of 
them will disappear with cleaning, but we recommend some caution in daily use. 
 

 
Tempered glass has good heat resistance, but like any other material, it may be sensitive to sudden thermal 
shock. Caution is needed when moving pots and pans on the kitchen worktop. To avoid risks, better use a 
plate mat. 
 
 

100% NATURAL, 100% RECYCLABLE 
 
Glass is a totally natural product, to which we add the company’s sensitivity and continued investment in 
environmental improvements. It’s the sustainable ecological guarantee along with our environmental 
commitment: LuxRaff® and LuxFine® are produced according to Environmental Quality Management norm 
ISO 14001. 
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